Learning and memorizing sequences of events is an important function of the human brain and the basis for forming expectations and making predictions. Learning is facilitated by repeating a sequence several times, causing rhythmic appearance of the individual sequence elements. This observation invites to consider the resulting multitude of rhythms as a spectral 'fingerprint' which characterizes the respective sequence. Here we explore the implications of this perspective by developing a neurobiologically plausible computational model which captures this 'fingerprint' by attuning an ensemble of neural oscillators. In our model, this attuning process is based on a number of oscillatory phenomena that have been observed in electrophysiological recordings of brain activity like synchronization, phase locking and reset as well as cross-frequency coupling. We compare the learning properties of the model with behavioral results from a study in human participants and observe good agreement of the errors for different levels of complexity of the sequence to be memorized. Finally, we suggest an extension of the model for processing sequences that extend over several sensory modalities.
Introduction
nized oscillatory states with a certain phase relation [13] . The dynamically 48 stable oscillation patterns can dynamically bind and unbind neural populations 49 by synchronization, which can be used to model cognitive processes in working 50 memory for associating and dissociating elements, inference by binding objects 51 to the variables of a predicate, or algebraic operations defined by the transition 52 rules between oscillation patterns of the network [18] .
53
In this article we introduce a new perspective on sequence learning and 54 present a computational model which integrates the two mechanisms of infor-55 mation processing by oscillatory dynamics that were discussed above. This 56 perspective rests on the observation that when humans learn sequences, they 57 frequently do so by verbally or mentally repeating the sequence over and over 58 again. For example, to memorize the number code 99392, one might repeat 59 '99392 99392 99392 ...' a few times, e.g., by reading it off again from a note or 60 mentally rehearsing it from short-term memory. This repetition can entrain a 61 rhythm for each item. In the example, appearances of the digit '9' would entrain 62 a high frequency rhythm, whereas the rhythms entrained by digits '3' and '2' 63 would have have lower frequencies and distinct phases. In addition to the peri-64 ods that correspond to the temporal distance between any two repeating items, even slower rhythms can emerge when items in every other repetition are con-66 sidered, whereas fast rhythms could cycle several times between two successive 67 appearances of an item. All the different rhythms that are entrained by this se-68 quence together constitute a characteristic entity that can be used to recognize 69 correct instantiations of the sequence and detect deviations. Any incongruent 70 item, e.g., the erroneous '2' at the end of '99392 92', would disturb the rhythms 71 that were entrained by digits '2' and '9' during the learning phase and would be 72 easily detected. From this perspective, the rhythms of a sequence appear to be 73 analogous to the polyphony of an orchestra in which the tempi of the individual 74 instruments compose an integrated experience that is unique for the respective 75 piece of music and that is easily impaired by one or several instruments getting 76 out of tune.
77
In the following, we develop a model that implements this concept by an 
Learning algorithm for tuning individual oscillators

91
We distinguish three states depending on the phase when an input is presented 92 at time t to the oscillator: If the phase φ(t) is close to the target phaseφ i of 93 an inputÎ i , we call this oscillation locked to the rhythm of this input. This is 94 the dynamically stable state for an oscillator, when no further adjustments to 95 its phase or frequency are made by the learning algorithm. If the phase is in 96 a given range around the target phase but not (yet) locked, we call this state 97 locking. Oscillations in this state will have their phases set to the target phase 98 of the respective input in the next time step, and the frequency will be adjusted 99 to match the rhythm of the input. We will call any other phase in transit, which 100 means that this oscillator will not be tuned in the current time step. Using two 101 corresponding thresholds θ locked and θ locking , the three states can be formally 102 defined by:
The model runs in discrete time. In each time step, φ and f of every oscillator 107 in the ensemble are updated according to the following equations:
The noise η models random fluctuations in the period of neuronal oscillations
109
and is sampled from a normal distribution.
110
The parameters of oscillators with phases that are locked to the target input 111 or in transit at a given time step are not further modified. 
Delta T is the number of time steps since the last phase reset of the respective 117 oscillator. It is used to scale the magnitude of the frequency change that is 118 calculated from the phase difference to the magnitude of the oscillator's current 119 frequency f (t).
120
If the input does not correspond to the phase to which an oscillator is locking, i.e., I =Î i , then the phase is inverted and the period length is increased or 122 decreased by one time step depending on whether the current phase is lagging 123 or leading w.r.t. the target phase: 
and the decision about the (in-)congruence of the current item is given by that was five times higher than that for the ensembles in the visual module.
176
The admittedly arbitrary selection of this frequency ratio was inspired by the 177 intent to demonstrate robustness of the model over a wide range of frequencies.
Numerical simulation
179
To model the results from the human study, we generated the input from the were associated with phases φ 1 = π/2 and φ 2 = 3/2π respectively. There
186
was also a background color in the images that provided no input (I = 0).
187
The distribution for sampling the noise term in eq. 1 had zero mean and a oscillations were θ locked = π/60 and θ locking = π/6.
190
The properties of both models were determined by running repeatedly nu- 
195
Initial phases in both modules had a uniformly random distribution in the in-
Human study
198
Human participants were studied in two conditions: In one condition, visual
199
and auditory stimuli were presented simultaneously, but subjects were asked 200 to attend to the sequence only in one sensory modality and neglect the other.
201
Therefore we call this condition the unimodal condition. In the other condition, Here, a hazard rate of 0.448 was used to randomize the actual sequence length.
235
The fixation cross turned red 1200 ms after the offset of the last image, indicating 236 that the subjects should decide whether or not the last item seen was congruent 237 with the sequence. Using the index or middle finger of the right hand, they hit 238 one of two buttons on a response pad that had the responses "yes" (congruent) 239 or "no" (incongruent) assigned. The ratio of congruent/incongruent test items 240 was 0.5. The fixation cross turned green again after the subjects pressed a 241 button, and after another 1500 ms delay, the next trial began.
242
Sequences were presented in blocks of 32, followed by a short break. Blocks 243 with the congruent/incongruent task were alternated with blocks in which sub-244 jects solved an n-back memory task. In this task, subjects had to decide whether 245 the last item matched the nth previous one. In order to adjust the average per-246 formance across participants in the n-back memory task to that in the sequence 247 prediction task, 20 of them performed a 1-back task and 9 a 2-back task. In 248 contrast to the congruent/incongruent task, the memory task did not require 249 subjects to learn the whole sequence, but only to remember the last two stimuli The computational models were studied with the same stimulus material, but If the model is tested with a conflicting item after the sequence was learned, 292 many oscillators in the ensemble undergo a phase reset, which causes a sharp 293 increase of the error signal (Fig. 3e) . By detecting whether or not the last item 294 caused a significant increase of the error signal, the model can classify the tested 295 item as incongruent or congruent, respectively.
296
We analyzed the response accuracy of the model depending on how many 297 times the sequence was repeated before testing an item. Congruence of the 298 tested item is correctly recognized after a few repetitions (Fig. 4a, green curve) .
299
Incongruent items, however, seem to require much longer learning time (Fig. 4a,   300 red curve). An interesting observation is that response accuracy for incongruent Finally we considered the distribution of phases and frequencies after a mul-347 timodal sequence had been learned. As expected, the majority of oscillators in 
Multimodal model
358
The ensembles that receive visual input mostly tune to the target phase 
366
Taken together, the phase-frequency analyses demonstrate that the learning 367 rule tunes the oscillator ensembles to the various rhythms that are generated 368 by repeating the sequence, and that the higher base frequency of the auditory 369 ensemble affords a more complex polyphony to emerge. ( Fig. 4b ) than in the crossmodal study (Fig. 7b) . In both studies, congruent 375 items were more frequently identified correctly than when the tested item was 
382
From the unimodal study, we also analyzed the response accuracies for each 383 of the 32 sequences that the subjects were requested to learn. As expected, the 384 two trivial sequences with only one pattern (always H or V, corresponding to 385 a binary code of 0 and 31, respectively) were the easiest to learn, thus yielding 386 the highest response accuracies (Fig, 10) . Next are the sequences in which one are grouped by complexity quantified by their entropy (Fig, 10 , right panel). poral scales in the human brain, and it has developed to a well-established con-412 cept for understanding brain activity [7] . In our model, cross-frequency coupling is not achieved by fitting the ensemble with a set of fixed frequencies; instead,
414
it results from tuning frequencies and phases to the rhythms in the sequence. cycle. This phase precession has been suggested to be the underlying mecha-447 nism for episodic memory [14] . In the human brain, the phase relation between 448 gamma and theta oscillations may constitute a similar mechanism [12] . Our 449 model also relates to the multi-timescale, quasi-rhythmic properties of speech,
450
where coordinated delta, theta and gamma oscillations have been suggested to 451 hierarchically structure incoming information [11] . Further support for the rele- actively decoding information from vibrissal touch [1] .
460
The joint phase space of the oscillators in an ensemble constitutes a pace-461 maker system that could be used for the discrimination between intervals in 462 the range of seconds, minutes and for circadian rhythm [5] . Even when the 463 oscillation frequencies in the set are in the same range but have slightly differ-464 ent periods, the characteristic 'beating', i.e., the time after which the phases of 465 several of these oscillators match, can be exploited to learn sequences of time intervals [17] . learning (see overview in [3, 5] interact.
